


Deep in the bowels of a decrepit animal shelter, a ragtag community of unwanted pets struggle 
to make sense of their existence. Presiding over it all is an ancient, cantankerous cat named 

Moe, whose defeatist regime keeps everyone as hopelessly stuck as he is. 
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You're not house pet material.

None of us are.
That’s why we're here.
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MOE
character page is an ancient, jaded cat who has abandoned all 

hope of life outside of the shelter. No need to 
pine for a “Forever Home”; the cage is as 
good as it’s gonna get. Having been there the 
longest, he’s the gang’s unspoken leader, and 
is feared for his ability to break down spirits 
with his signature monologues. The only thing 
that seems to bring him joy now is finding new that seems to bring him joy now is finding new 
ways to scare off humans who come through 
the shelter looking to adopt. Though he acts 
like he does it for laughs, it’s really his secret 
way of ensuring that he never has to suffer the 
humiliation of being the last one picked.

- Moe

“Pretending it’s NOT fucked 
will make it even worse.”



RUTHIE
character pageis a peppy young kitten who is optimistic 

and kind to a fault. A relative newcomer, she 
is able to point out all the crudity of shelter 
life that the rest of the animals have become 
accustomed to. Her pervasive positivity was 
born of having to cope with being the runt 
of the litter growing up, during which time 
she lived in a comfortable home but was she lived in a comfortable home but was 
constantly picked on by her siblings. She 
eventually reached a breaking point and ran 
away, hoping to find a safe place to start 
over. Boy, did that go well.

- Ruthie
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is a bashful, antsy, uptight, but very 
intelligent pug. A pampered pet of 
the Royal Family before he was 
misplaced by baggage handlers 
during a trip to America, Puggleston 
is still adjusting to shelter life. 

    As the underapp    As the underappreciated brains of 
the group, his unique ability to read 
is often stifled by the fact that 
everyone is constantly defecating on everyone is constantly defecating on 
his only source of news. He yearns to 
one day return to the Royal Family, 
and has convinced himself that they 
have already sent to have him 
retrieved from this wretched 
confinement.

- Puggleston

“I was once ROYAL house pet material...”



is a neurotic, hyperactive, 
self-loathing Chihuahua. He 
used to be the trophy pet of an 
uber-famous pop star, during 
which time he developed an 
addiction to cocaine…until his 
owner was arrested for 
possession of said cocaine.possession of said cocaine.

    Now, he’s the over-dramatic 
one of the group, incessantly 
trying to draw attention to 
himself by doing impressions of 
the other animals and putting 
on one-dog shows. His
desperation to get back to the desperation to get back to the 
world of show biz comes from a  
deep-seated desire to escape 
his own being, which is 
evidenced by how his constant 
trembling only ever stops when 
he’s putting on a performance. 

- Cleazy

“I. Want. COCAINE!!!”





Here’s where the gang is forced to stay while they wait to find their “Forever Home” - 
Castaway Critters Animal Rescue. Located in the stagnant suburbs of Modesto, California, 
this lackluster institution is as faded as its half-hearted, pirate-themed paint job. If you 

thought animal puns were unbearable, get ready for an ocean of tacky pirate puns as well.

At the beginning of each episode, the bird poop splatter 
indicates which character the story will be focused on.



Castaway Critters contains more than just cats 
and dogs - rodents, reptiles and even fish can 
be found within its dank depths.

Much like a human prison, there is a loose social hierarchy and each critter has a reputation to uphold. Many also 
maintain relationships with non-domestic animals like rats and birds in order to have a way to smuggle things in 
and out of the shelter. Plush animals and sofa cushions with holes in them are a popular request - don’t ask why.



SHELTER MAP
possibly hand drawn?



Defining Episode

    A routine day of Moe sabotaging adoption attempts is 
shaken up by the arrival of Ruthie, a peppy young kitten 
looking for a fresh start. Naturally, Moe welcomes her with 
a soul-crushing monologue, letting the f-bombs fly and 
threatening to “runt punt” her back to the house pets she 
came from.

        To Moe’s dismay, however, the rest of the gang takes to 
Ruthie’s positive attitude like water in a dry bowl. After 
she invigorates them with the idea of escape, Moe 
hatches an impromptu plot to keep his kingdom in place. 
With another vicious monologe, he goads Ruthie into 
attacking him, causing the human workers to deem that attacking him, causing the human workers to deem that 
she needs to be relocated to “The Brig”, an isolated 
room for sick or dangerous animals.

    O    Order is restored until the shocking revelation that 
Ruthie has been scheduled to be de-clawed, the same 
procedure that started Moe down the path to becoming 
the broken shell he is today. Feeling the tiniest shred of 
sympathy, Moe sneaks into The Brig and releases her 
under the cover of night. However, in doing so, he 
inadvertently reveals his big secret: that he has 
knowledge of ways to escape fknowledge of ways to escape from the shelter, but has 
withheld from sharing them. After Ruthie defies Moe’s 
expectations by choosing to stay, they make a deal: She 
will keep his secret, as long as he promises to reveal it 
himself and help everyone escape when the time is right.

Pilot:

“HOUSE PET MATERIAL”



    After an attempt to teach Cleazy how to play 
Backgammon goes awry, Puggleston experiences a 
particularly strong wave of nostalgia for his former London 
life. He decides to try to start a barbershop quartet, and 
announces that he will soon be holding auditions. 

  Ever the deprived showman, Cleazy is the only one mo  Ever the deprived showman, Cleazy is the only one more 
excited about the endeavor than Puggleston. Sadly, 
Cleazy’s grating yips are hardly barbershop material, but 
Puggleston just can’t bring himself to snuff out his friend’s 
excitement. He accepts Cleazy into the quartet despite 
his better judgement, and suddenly, everyone is gathered 
outside for the first performance.

   Not suprisingl   Not suprisingly, it’s a total disaster - boos and poos fly 
as soon as Cleazy opens his mouth. Horrified, Puggleston 
escorts Cleazy into a storage bin, where they hide out 
until everyone has gone back into the kennels. They talk 
things over and arrive at the conclusion that it would’ve 
been better for Puggleston to let Cleazy down gently than 
to subject him to the harsh judgement of an unbiased 
crcrowd. They hug, and Puggleston assures Cleazy that he 
looks forward to the day that Cleazy proves them all 
wrong. Puggleston then returns to the kennels, and the 
hopeful yowls of Cleazy practicing his singing echo 
through the empty yard.

“HOUNDS OF HARMONY” Defining Episode



    Cleazy’s obsessive personality finds the ultimate target 
after the arrival of Edie, an adorable ranch Papillon. Her 
calming, natural energy is the yin to Cleazy’s neurotic 
yang, and after some awkward courting, they begin a 
relationship. 

   Things get complicated, howeve   Things get complicated, however, when he starts to 
become overly dependent on her. He can’t eat until she 
eats. He can’t take off his cone unless she asks him to.  
Despite her feelings for him, Edie begins to insist that 
they not become too attached due to the unpredictability 
of when one of them could be removed from the shelter. 
Literally and figuratively tunnel-visioned, Cleazy only falls 
deeper and deeper in love with hedeeper and deeper in love with her. 

    Alas, the day soon arrives that Cleazy wakes up to the 
sight of Edie being carried out of the shelter by her new 
adopted family. He shrieks out in agony, causing such a 
disturbance that he is relocated to The Brig. The isolation 
does nothing to quell his fit of panic, though, so the 
shelter workers resort to injecting him with a sedative. 
After a drug-induced, vision-quest-like dream where Edie 
assures him he that does indeed have the strength to be 
independent, Cleazy awakens and finally removes his 
cone on his own for the first time. It remains off for the 
rest of the series, and the irony of Cleazy’s status as the 
most enlightened becomes the new source of friction 
between him and the gang.between him and the gang.

“CLEAZY’S IN LOVE” Defining Episode



Defining Episode

Series Finale:

“FOREVER HOME”
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